SATURDAY OCTOBER 13, 2018  Event# 2018009330
JUDGE Gerard Baudet

STARTED – C – Sheep

NQ  104  PACH CAISSON’S SPRING FLING AT DA-JO HT PT HSCS CD RN MXP MJP CGCA CGCU TKI.  DN42661504. 4/01/2015.  Bitch.  German Shepherd Dog.  Breeder(s):  D Karloff, J Degen, L Law.  BY MACH8 CH Kaleef’s Divine V Kenlyn VCD1 RE HT PT MXG3 MJG3 TDI CGC X DC Da-Jo’s Crestview Ladyhawke RN HXC.  Owner(s): Deborah Stern, Julie Degen, Logan Nordahl.


1st_105__  2nd_107__  3rd_106__  4th_______  5th_______
Score_81__  Score_79.5__  Score_74__  Score_______  Score_______

Total Entries in Started:  5
ADVANCED – C – Sheep


NQ 103 CH TIMBERLINE ALL REV’D UP SONOMA PT HSCS HICS HXCS TC. DN43696901. 10/04/2012. Dog. German Shepherd Dog. Breeder: Julie & Tony & Colleen Vandendool. BY Timberline’s All Fired Up X Sonoma All in Good Time. Owner(s): Susan Sullivan & Emily St. Hilaire & Julie Vandendool & Tony Vandendool.

1st _______  2nd _______  3rd _______  4th _______  5th _______

Score____   Score____   Score____   Score____   Score____

Total Entries in Advanced: 3

HIGH IN TRIAL: _105_

RESERVE HIGH IN TRIAL: _107_
STARTED – C – Sheep


70.5/1/RHIT  207  CH CAISSON’S EXPENSIVE HOBBY V KEZZIAH MXP MJP NFP NA NJ NF TD HXAS HIAS DS DJ.  DN37835401.  5/15/2013.  Bitch.  German Shepherd Dog.  Breeder:  Julie Degen & Pam Tyler.  BY GCH Anne-Isle’s Promise Keeper TDX AJP OAP NA NAJ NFP RA HT TC X GCH Yankee Baby at Kezziah HT PT Owner(s): Breeders.


1st  207  2nd  ______  3rd  ______  4th  ______  5th  ______
Score 70.5  Score____  Score____  Score____  Score_____

Total Entries in Started:  2
ADVANCED – C – Sheep

**NQ 201** CH TIMBERLINE ALL REV'D UP SONOMA PT HSCS HICS HXCS TC. DN43696901. 10/04/2012. Dog. German Shepherd Dog. Breeder: Julie & Tony & Colleen Vandendool. BY Timberline’s All Fired Up X Sonoma All in Good Time. Owner(s): Susan Sullivan & Emily St. Hilaire & Julie Vandendool & Tony Vandendool.


ALTERNATES


1st __208__  2nd _______  3rd _______  4th _______  5th _______
Score_74__  Score______  Score______  Score______  Score______

Total Entries in Advanced:  6

HIGH IN TRIAL: _105_

RESERVE HIGH IN TRIAL: _107_